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Before the question of whether w* and UT can be homeomorphic is resolved it may be necessary 
to find out more about the space WT. The space w * has, of course, been extensively studied. In 
this note we investigate some natural questions about wT and find that the proper forcing axiom, 
PFA, and the set-theoretical principle * (club) decide them differently. We also prove that some 
of the consequences of PFA which we find do not follow from Martin’s Axiom, MA(w,). 
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0. Introduction 
Our standard reference for /?K is [6] and for forcing [12]. All spaces are assumed 
to be completely regular and /3X is the Stone-tech compactification of X. Since 
K is discrete, PK is just the Stone space of the Boolean algebra of subsets of K. For 
a subset A of K A = cl,, A = Au {p E PK: A E p} and A* = A\A. Following [6], 
U(K)=K*\U{A*:A~K and IAJ<K}={~EPK:AE~ implies IAI=K} and if K is 
a successor SU(K) ={p E K*\U(K): AE~ implies IAl+ K}. In the case of wl, 
SU(4 = u,,,, ff * where, as usual, we identify an ordinal with its set of pre- 
decessors. It is easy to check that SU(w,) is a dense open subset of w: and that 
6~: = SU(w,) ~3 U(wl). We therefore can view w: as a compactification of SU(w,) 
obtained by ‘attaching’ U(w,). There are many open copies of SU(w,) in w* (indeed 
any o, increasing union of clopen sets is homeomorphic to SU(w,)) but it is not 
known if the boundary of any such copy can be homeomorphic to U(w,). Further- 
more it does not seem to be well understood just how U(w,) is attached to SU(w,) 
which is made more problematic by the fact that this also depends on your model 
of set-theory-as we shall show. 
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1. Basic results 
In this section we give some of the basic and known properties of SU(w,) and 
w?. If disjoint zero sets of X are separated by clopen sets (equivalently if pX is 
zero-dimensional) then X is said to be strongly zero-dimensional. If X is dense 
and C*-embedded in a compact space K then K is homeomorphic to PX. We 
denote by CO(X) the set of all clopen subsets of X. A cozero set is a complement 
of a zero set and a space is an F-space if each cozero set is C*-embedded. For a 
set Vc SU(w,), V means cl,,l K For a cardinal K and set Z, [Z]‘” = {.Z c Z: I.ZI < K} 
(similarly [I]” and [I]‘“) “Z and ‘K are the sets of functions from K into Z and 
from Z into K respectively whereas 2” = 1”21. Finally, <“I = l_. {aZ: LY < K}. 
1.1. Theorem [9]. 7’he space SU(w,) is a strongly zero-dimensional F-space. 
1.2. Theorem [17]. SU(w,) is not normal and is not C*-embedded in UT. 
Let us say that X is clopen embedded in Y if CO(X) = {a n X: a E CO( Y)}. If 
X is strongly zero-dimensional then X c Y is C*-embedded in Y if and only if X 
is clopen embedded in Y. Furthermore, if X is dense and clopen embedded in Y 
then CO( Y) = {cl, a: a E CO(X)}. It is perhaps surprising to see just how far SU(w,) 
is from being C*-embedded or clopen embedded in wT_ 
1.3. Proposition [3]. For any K with uncountable cofinality, there are countably many 
nowhere dense subsets of U(K) whose union is dense. 
Proof. We modify the proof in [6, 12.131 only slightly. For each subset AC K of 
cardinality K, let f be the unique order preserving map from K onto A. Observe that 
for each A E [K]~ and each BE [A]” there is a C E [B]” such that for all p < off < 
&(p). Let A, = K and inductively choose A, E [K]“ u (0) for cp E <,(2,) such that: 
(i) cp c $ implies A, 1 A, and fA,(p) <fA,(p) for p <K; 
(ii) for each cp E ‘“(2”) and AE [A,]” there is a 6 E 2” such that IA n AqAS] = K; 
and 
(iii) for each cp and 6 # y E 2”, IAqAs n A,,,] < K. 
Property (ii) guarantees that for each PE<~(~~), U {A$,,n U(K): 6 <2K} is 
dense in Azn U(K) and so, for each n <w, IJ {AZ n U(K): cp E ““(2”)) is dense 
open in U(K). Hence, for each n < w, u(K)\U {AZ: cp E ‘“(2”)) is nowhere dense 
and we finish by showing that for each g E “(2”) 0, A,,,z = 0 (here we are using 
uncountable cofinality of K to conclude that n, Az,,P n U(K) = 0). Indeed if y E 
f-x ‘GV, and for n < ~f~,,~,(p,,) = y then by (i) PO> p, >. . . which is absurd. 0 
On the other hand in [8] the following is shown. 
1.4. Proposition. Any union of fewer than w2 nowhere dense subsets of 
p SU(w,)\SU(wr) is nowhere dense. In fact any non-empty intersection offewer than 
w2 open sets has interior. 
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A useful description of a member of CO(SU(w,)) is obtained as follows. If 
VE CO(SU(w,)) then for each (Y <w,, there is an a, E [cx]‘~ such that af = Vn a* 
since Vn a* E CO(cx*). We then observe that for (Y <p <w,, up n (Y =* a, (where 
x=*yandxc * y indicate that the relation holds except for a finite set). Similarly, 
if a, E [cK]‘~ is chosen for (Y <w, so that for CY <p <w,, a0 n CY =* a, then 
l-l,,,, USE CO(SU(w,)) and u;i: n a * = a;. Let us call a sequence {a,: cx < w,} 
coherent if up n (Y =* a, for (Y <p. This description allows for an easy proof of 
Theorem 1.2 and the following. 
1.5. Proposition. There is a non-compact V E CO(SU(w,)) such that Vn U(w,) is u 
non-empty nowhere dense subset of lJ(w,). Equivalently, for any A E [wIIWl, A*\ v # 0. 
Proof. Let L = {An: a < ml} be the countable limit ordinals indexed in increasing 
order. For each n < W, let A, = {A, + n : a < ml}. Let us construct a coherent sequence 
{a, : A E L} such that, for each A E L and n < w, la, n A,[ < w and {A + n: n < W} c 
u~+~. We need only check the construction for A, E L with (Y a limit. Choose 
{A,,: n < w} c L strictly increasing and converging to A and suppose that we already 
have {ah,,: n < w} such that a,,,, n A, =* ah,, and la,,, n A,1 < w for all n, m < w. 
Define uh = uA,,u U, qf+,\[a,,, uU,,, &I. Now aA n A, = U,,, ah,,, n A, and 
similarly a,, n A,, =* aA,, since for example a,+ n A,\u,,, c IJ,,, ~*,,,\a,,,. Now V= 
U *tl_ a: works since for each n<wVnA~=U,..ufnA~=@ and so U,AZn 
U(w,) is a dense open subset of U(w,) which is disjoint from c 
Since VE CO(oT), SU(w,) is not C*-embedded in w:. Since w, u SU(w,) can 
be embedded as a closed subspace of SU(o,) (just choose x, E (A,, A,,,)” and take 
{x,: LY <w,}\U(w,)), SU(w,) is not normal if w,uSU(w,) is not normal. Now a 
neighborhood of V in w, u SU(w,) must contain some A E [w,]“~ since Vn 
[A, A + w)* # 0 for each A E L. However, by construction, A* n a*\ V # 0 for some 
(Y c w, . Therefore V and SU(w,)\ V are not separated by disjoint open sets. 0 
As indicated above SU(w,) contains many discrete subspaces of size w, which 
are C*-embedded in WT. Indeed if {a,: (Y < w,}c [w,]” is such that a, n aa =Q for 
(Y < /3 <w, then for any selection x, E a:, (Y <o,, {x,: (Y <co,} is C*-embedded in 
~7. However if we simply assume that a, n up =* 0 then it may be that a, c w for 
all (Y and it is unlikely that such a sequence of x, would be C*-embedded (but it 
is consistent [13]). However if we assume that, for each (Y < w, {x0: p < w,} n a* is 
C*-embedded in (Y* then {x0: p < wl} is C*-embedded in SU(w,). We shall show 
that it is independent whether such a set is C*-embedded in UT. 
2. Club and OJ? 
In this section we give some properties of wf which follow easily from the 
set-theoretic principle + (club). A sequence {S,: A E L} is a +-sequence if: 
(i) S, is a countable sequence converging to A, and 
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(ii) for each AE [w,Jw~S,, c A for some A E L. + is said to hold if there is a 
+-sequence. + holds in the constructible universe, follows from 0 and has been 
shown to be consistent with 2”>w, [14]. Let us let bd(A) = (l-l,,, y*)\lJ,,, y* 
for A a limit in L. We shall prove the following consequences of +. 
2.1. Fact (+). There is a VE CO(SU(o,)> such that Vn SU(o,)\V= U(w,). 
2.2. Fact (+). There is a set DE [SU(w,)] w~ such that D is discrete and D 1 lJ(w,). 
2.3. Fact (+). There are D,, D,E[SU(~,)]~~ such that: 
(a) D,u D, is discrete and Don 0, = U(w,); 
(b) I(D,~D,)n~~*(<~~foreuch(~<o,; and 
(c) for each A EL, (D,u D,)nbd(A)=@ 
Let us just point out that Fact 2.3(b) and (c) imply that D,,u D, is C*-embedded 
in SU(w,) while Fact 2.3(a) implies that D,u D, is not C*-embedded in wr. 
For each A EL, partition S,, into two infinite sets S”, and S:. By an induction 
similar to that in Proposition 1.5 define a coherent sequence {a,: A E L} such that 
a,, n S, = S”, for each A E L. This is no problem since if al, is defined exactly as in 
Proposition 1.5 (for A a limit in L) then a, = S”, u a’,\S: still maintains the coherence 
sinceIS,npl<wforp<A.Now V=lJiEL a; satisfies Fact 2.1. Indeed, if A E [w,]“l 
then by property (ii) of +, A 2 S, for some A. Hence A* n Vf 0 and A*\ V# P, 
since p1# Si* n V c A*\ V. 
Similarly for Fact 2.3(a)-(c), choose xh E S”,* and y, ES:* for A EL. Let DO= 
{xh: A E L} and D, = {y,: A E L}. Again for any A E [w,]~I, there is a A E L such that 
{x,, yh} is contained in A*. It is obvious that Fact 2.3(b) holds but let us check (c). 
For each A and y < A, S, n y is finite hence Sf n y* = 0 for y < A. Therefore S: is 
a neighborhood of {x,,, J’~} which is disjoint from bd(A’) for each A, A’E L. 
Remark. Fact 2.1 is essentially the same as a result of Galvin [lo]. 
3. PFA and COT 
In this section we show that the negations of Facts 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 follow from 
PFA (and, in some cases, MA(w,)). Let (P, <) be a partially ordered set. We say 
that p, q E P are compatible if there is an r E P with r < p and r s q, otherwise p and 
q are incompatible. We shall always assume our posets have a largest element 1. A 
filter Gc P is a directed downwards set. P is countably closed if each countable 
filter is bounded below. A subset A of P is called an antichain of P if the elements 
of A are pairwise incompatible and P is ccc if every antichain is countable. Also 
A c P is predense (below p E P) if for each q (sp) there is an a E A compatible 
with q. A maximal antichain is an example of a predense set. Before we define 
proper posets let us define PFA. 
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3.1. Definition. (a) Martin’s Axiom for w,, MA(w,), is the statement: for every ccc 
poset P and predense sets A,, a < w, , there is a filter G c P so that for each a < w, , 
G n A,, f @. 
(b) PFA is the same as (a) but replace ‘ccc’ with ‘proper’. 
The definition of properness is not as easy to state as one might like. There are 
several equivalences of properness in Shelah’s book [ 151. However we have chosen 
to use the game characterization due to Gray and independently Taylor which can 
be found in [5]. 
3.2. Definition. A poset P is proper if player II has a winning strategy for the following 
game. Player I plays P E PO and a predense set A,, c P. Player II plays a countable 
subset Bi of A,. At the nth move player I plays a predense set A,, and player II gets 
to choose, for each m c n, a countable set B; c A,,,. Now, with B, = IJ,,, Bk, II 
wins if there is a q <p. such that each B, is predense below q. 
It is easily show that any ccc or countably closed poset is proper. It is impossible 
to make full use of PFA without knowing some facts about iterated forcing, see 
[12] or [4]. If P is a poset in the ground model V and 0 is a term in the forcing 
language V’ such that in the extension 0 is a poset then P * 0 is a poset in V 
giving the same extension as though one first forced with P and then with 0. The 
elements of P * 0 are of the form (p, q) where p forces that q is in 0. Quite often 
the elements of 0 are in V but the ordering is not. We define (p”, qO) c (p, , q,) if 
pOsp, andp,It-“q,a 9,“. The reader is asked to consult [ 121 or [4] for any undefined 
notions or unproven facts about forcing. 
Our first result of this section is the negation of Fact 2.1 under PFA. When the 
topological notions are all translated into set theory this result was proven by 
Todorcevic [16] with a very slick argument using a partition relation which he 
proved follows from PFA. A direct application of PFA seems to require an argument 
almost as difficult as that for the consistency of no S-spaces [16]. Similarly there is 
another consequence of PFA, the ‘thinning out principle’, TOP, of [5] which can 
be used. We shall give Todorcevic’s proof. 
Recall that the partition relation w, + (w,; fin(w,))z holds iff for every partition 
I,,, I, of [w,]’ either there is an uncountable set A with [A12c IO or there are 
A E [ w,]“l and pairwise disjoint { Fp: p < co,} c [co,]<” such that for every (Y E A and 
/3<w, witha<minFO thereisayEF@ with(a,y)EZ,.Itisprovenin[16]that 
PFA implies that w, -+ (w,; fin(w,))l holds. 
3.3. Proposition (PFA). For each VE CO(SU(o,)) either U(w,) - V# 0 or U(w,) - 
SU(w,)- V#@, hence VnSU(w,)- Vf U(w,). 
Proof. Note that U(w,) - v=@ does not imply that SU(w,) - V is compact by 
Proposition 1.5. Let {a,: a <CO,} be chosen so that a, c a and a: = Vn a* for 
each a<w,. Let Z0={(~,p):a<Z3 and (YEAS} and Z,=[wi]‘-I,. Now assume 
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ml + (WC fin(w)):. Suppose first that we have A E [w,]“~ and pairwise disjoint 
{Fp: P <WI] c [WI’” so that a E A and (Y < min Fp implies (LY, y) E I, for some 
y E Fp (i.e. (Y ,E! a,). For each p < w, let yp = min Fp and cyB = U { ‘yp -a,: y E Fp}. 
Now, for each LY E A and p < w, such that (Y < yp, cy E cyp. Therefore, for any 6 < w,, 
A* n a$ = P, since A* n af c_cT& na~c(l.J{(a,-a,)“: ~EF~}=O for any p<w, 
with 6 < yp. Hence U(o,) - V 2 A* n U(w,) # 0. On the other hand if A E [wl]“l is 
such that [A12c I0 then U(w,) - SU(w,) - V 3 A* n U(w,) f 0. This is so since for 
all LYEA, AnaCa,, hence Ana*cazc V Cl 
Remark. Although SU(w,) is never clopen embedded in ~7, PFA at least implies 
that complementary members of CO(SU( w,)) can be distinguished by their remain- 
ders in U(w,). However I do not know if there can be disjoint U, VE CO(SU(wr)) 
such that on U(w,) = Vn U(w,) f 0. Furthermore I do not know if there can be 
a point p E U(w,) such that { VE CO(SU(o,)): p E v} forms a filter. 
It turns out that MA(w,) is not enough to imply Proposition 3.3. In fact the 
property of Proposition 3.3 seems to be closely related to the non-existence of an 
S-space. We are able to use the ideas in [l] to prove that it is consistent with MA(w,) 
that Proposition 3.3 fails to hold. The idea as enunciated in [l] is to construct an 
element of CO(SU(o,)) which satisfies a stronger property than is necessary such 
that this property is preserved by ccc forcing. Then we can force with the Solovay- 
Tennenbaum poset for getting MA(w,) and still have such a clopen set. However 
in proving this result we are forced to increase the prerequisites to include some 
knowledge of iterated forcing. We shall first force with Cohen reals to get a coherent 
sequence {a,: (Y <w,} followed by a ccc forcing to make this sequence satisfy (*) 
where: 
(*) For each X E [wr]“l and f: X x w, + X such that f(x, a) > a for each (x, a) E 
XX wl, there is a sequence {(Xi, Lyi,y,): i< 0~1 such that f(Xi, (Yi)=yi, Xi < Lyi <yi < 
xj<aj<yj and I{xi,y,}na,,]=l for each i<j<w,. 
3.4. Lemma. 7ltere is a model M in which 2” = 2”1= w2 and a coherent sequence 
{a,: N <w,} satisfying (*). 
3.5. Theorem. It is consistent with MA(w,) to have VECO(SU(~,)) such that Vn 
SU(w,)\ v = U(w,). 
Proof. Assume Lemma 3.4 holds and that {a,: cy < w,} is a coherent sequence 
satisfying (*). Let us first show that if P is a ccc poset and G is a P-generic filter 
then (*) still holds in V[ G]. Let i X be P-terms such that 1 IF “f is a function from 
X x w, into X as in (*)“. Let p0 E P and for each (x, a) E w, x w,, choose, if possible, 
p(x, a)<~,, and g(x, (Y)<w, such that p(x, a)lb--“‘f(x, a)=g(x, a) and x,g(x, (Y)E 
X7?. Let Y = {x <w,: 3p’, p’s p0 with p’k“x E k’>. It follows that g is a function 
from Y x w1 into Y and is a valid instance of (*) in V There is, therefore, a sequence 
((x,, LY;, yl): i<w,) as in the conclusion of (*). Now there is a qspO such that 
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q~t”~={i<w,:p(x~,cq)~G} is uncountable”. Indeed, if not, there is a countable 
antichain {qn: n < w} predense below pO and {p,,: n < w} such that q,, It “j c P,,” for 
each n < w. However, this implies that pOIE”j c sup{&,: n < w}” which is absurd 
since for each i < wl, p(x,, ai) up,,. Now we have that qlt “((xi, ai, y,): i E j) satisfies 
the conclusion of (*)“, since for all i < j < w,l{xi, yI} n a,1 = 1 holds in V. 
Now we use the ccc Solovay-Tennenbaum poset to give a model of MA(w,) in 
which (*) holds. Let us show that V= lJ {a;: (Y < wl} works. We show that for any 
X E [~,Y’, there is an (Y <w, such that ]a, n XI = la,\Xl and this suffices. Let 
X E [w,]“~ and define f: X x w, -f X in any way such that f(x, a) > (Y for (x, a) E 
Xxw,. Choose, as in (*), ((xi, a,,yi): i<w,) and let (Y =x,. For each i<wu, n 
{x,,y,}#~hence~u,nX~=wandforeachi<w{x,,y,}\a,#~hence~a,\X~=w. 0 
Now we must prove Lemma 3.4. We borrow many ideas from [l]. A set X c w1 
is separated by C (C is a cub (=closed and unbounded in the order topology)) if 
for each x, y E X with x < y there is a c E C with x < c < y. F = {(xi, y,): i < LY s w,} 
is an increasing sequence of pairs if xi < yi < xj < yj for i <j < a and F is separated 
by C if for i < j < a there are co, c,, c2 E C such that xi < cO < yi < c, < xj < c2 < yj. 
For F as above, define C(F) = w,\IJ~<~ {y: x, < ys yi} and note that C(F) is a 
cub. M=(F ,,..., F,,) is a matrix of pairs separated by C if each F, is a finite 
increasing sequence of pairs, F, is separated by C and F,,, is separated by C n 
C(F,)n. . . n C(Fi). Given two matrices of the same size M = (F,, . . . , F,) and 
M’= (F;, . . . , FL), we shall say they are compatible if max M < min M’ and for 
each 1 s k< n and (x, y)~ Fk, (x’, y’)~ FL I a,,n {x, y}l = 1 (or vice versa) where 
max M is the largest ordinal which appears in a pair in F, u . . . u F,, and similarly 
define min M. Just as we needed our model M in Lemma 3.4 to satisfy the stronger 
property (*) in order to be able to force MA(w,) to hold we also need to start with 
a coherent sequence {a, : a < w,} satisfying a property which will allow us to force 
(*) to hold. For a cub C, we say that {a,. . a < w,} satisfies (*C) if for any sequence 
of matrices of pairs separated by C, {M, : a < w,}, such that max M, < min Me for 
Q < /3, there are CY < j3 <w, with M, and Me compatible. A poset P is good (for 
{a,: a < w,}) if forcing with it preserves that {a,: LY < w,} satisfies (*C) for some 
cub C. We will say that C shows that P is good. We finish the proof of Theorem 
3.5 with three lemmas. 
3.6. Lemma. There is a model of GCH in which there is a sequence a = {a,: a < w,} 
satisfying (*C) with C = w,. 
3.7. Lemma. A jinite support iteration of length w, of ccc good posets is itself good. 
3.8. Lemma. If {a, : a < w,} satisfies (*C) for some cub C and J X are as in (*) 
then there is a ccc good poset P which forces the conclusion of (*) to hold for J X. 
If we prove these lemmas then Theorem 3.5 is proven since a finite support 
iteration of length w2 starting with the model in Lemma 3.6 and using the forcings 
in Lemma 3.8 will provide a model in which (*) holds. 
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Proof of Lemma 3.7. Let us suppose for LY < w, that {C,: a < wl} are cubs, such 
that It, “C, shows that on is good” and P,,, = P, * Qa and PW, is the limit. Define 
C={a<w ,: LY E n {C,: p < a}} (the diagonal intersection) and observe that C is 
a cub and C\C, is countable for each (Y < w, . Let {hj,: LY < wi} be a P,,-name of 
a sequence of matrices of pairs separated by C and let p E P be arbitrary. Let pa s p 
and M, a matrix of pairs separated by C be such that pa IF”&& = M,” for LY < ui . 
As in the usual proofs that a finite support product of ccc posets is ccc, we may 
assume that the supports of the pa form a A-system with root J. By the definition 
of good, a finite iteration of good posets is good. Therefore we may suppose that 
the iteration up to max J+ 1 is good. So we may choose q up so that qlk-“~ = 
{a < w,: pa IJ E G} is uncountable” and there are (Y <p so that qlF “a and p are 
both in 0 with M, and MO compatible”. Therefore pa ( J and pp 1 J are compatible 
and so are M, and MD. However so are pm and pp since J was the root and 
pa “pp IF-“hj, and tip are compatible”. 0 
Proof of Lemma 3.8. Let f, X be as in (*) and choose {(xi, ai): i < co,} c X x w, such 
that F={(xi, y,): i<w,} where yi =f(xi) is separated by C. Define a poset P = 
{F. c F: F. is a finite increasing sequence of pairs and that (x,, J+), (x,, yj) E F. with 
i < j implies Ic1,, n {xi, yi}l = l}. P is ordered by F, < PA if each member of F& is a 
member of PO. We will show that C n C(F) shows that P is good and the fact that 
P is ccc follows easily from the proof. 
Let {tie: (Y < w,} be P-names of an increasing sequence of matrices separated by 
C n C(F) and let pa E P and M, a matrix such that pa lk“iF& = M,“. Each pa is a 
finite increasing sequence of pairs so we may assume that for some p E P, pa n pp = p 
for (Y < p and max p < min pa\p. Let F, = pa\p for a < w, and define M& to be the 
matrix with F, first followed by M,. Now each M& is a matrix separated by C 
hence there are (Y <p with M& compatible with M& (we first have to thin down so 
that max M& < min Mb for cr < /3 < w,). Therefore P is good and ccc follows since 
pe is compatible with pp. 0 
Proof of Lemma 3.6. We start with a model of GCH and define P = {p: p is a 
function from a finite subset of U,,,, {a} x (Y into 2). We define p < q if p 1 q and 
for each (Y <p with {(.y} x (Y n dam(q) # 0 and {p} x p ndom(q) f 0, p(a, 6) Z 
P(P, 6) implies dam(q) n {(a, 61, (P, S)l# 0. A routine A-system argument shows 
that P is ccc; also forcing with P preserves GCH since 1 PI = wl. If G is generic 
over P we define a, = (6 < a: 3p E G with p(a, 8) = l}. If Ly <p then there is some 
qeG with {a}x~~ndom(q)#0 and {P}xj3ndom(q)#0 and qlt-“la,\apuapn 
a\a,j s Idom(q)l”. Therefore, in V[G], {a a: a < co,} is a coherent sequence and we 
finish by showing it satisfies (*wi). Let, as usual {hj,: LY < OJ,} be names of matrices, 
{M,: a < co,} be matrices and {pa: (Y < ml} c P be such that pa IF “ii&, = M,“. Sup- 
pose that p E P is such that dam(p) = dom(p,) n dom(p,) and p,ldom(p) = 
poldom(p) for LY <p < wi. We may further suppose that max((6 <w,: 37(6, y) E 
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dom(p,\p)}u M,)<min({6 <w,: 3y(6, ~)~dom(p~\p)}u I$). Now, choose (Y < 
W, such that dam(p) c min( M,) x o, and /3 > a. By the assumptions on {p,: LY < 
w,}p, u pp E P Suppose we define an element q E P with dam(q) = U Mp x kJ M, 
and for each (x, S), (Y, 6) E dam(q), q(x, 6) = q(y, 6) then pa up0 u q <pa UPP. 
Furthermore pu u pa u q IF “hi, = M, and Mfi = Mp”. We finish by showing there 
is a q as above such that q(x, x’)# q(x,y’) for each (x’,y’)~ M, because if this is 
the case q IF “M, and M, are compatible”. Let M, = (F, , . . . , F,,) with each F, a 
finite increasing sequence of pairs and recall that M, is separated by w, . We need 
only show that there is a function q: uM, +2 such that q(x) # q(y) for any 
(x, y) E F, E M,. This is proven by induction on n and on the cardinality of F,,. Let 
(x, y) E F,, and observe that since F, is separated by C( F,) n. . . n C( F,-,), there 
isan eE C(F,)n. . * n C( F,_,) with x < e < y. Therefore if 1 s k < n and (x’, y’) E Fk 
then either y’ < e or e < x’. This breaks M,\(x, y) into two parts, Mt and M& where 
(x’, y’) E MO, iff y’< e. By induction assumptions we can find qO for MO, and q, for 
Mi. Now if one of x or y is not assigned a value by q,, or q, respectively then an 
extension q of q,u q, works. Otherwise if q = q,u q1 does not work it is because 
qJx)=q,(y) so we take q=(l-q,)uq,. 0 
We now leave CO(SU(w,)) and study some of the behavior of [SU(wr)]“l. Our 
first result shows that the filter of closed unbounded subsets of w, (the cub filter) 
‘avoids’ all members of [SU(w,)]“l under PFA. 
3.9. Theorem (PFA). For each DE[SU(W,)]~~, there is a cub Cc w, such that 
C* n D =@ Therefore there is a point p E U(w,) such that p& D for any DE 
[=J(Wl)l”‘. 
Proof. Let DE [SU(w,)]“l and define P = {(a, A): a c A EL, a is closed in A and 
a*nD=@}. Wedefine(a,A)~(b,y)ifany=bandy~A.Letusfirstshowthat 
if P is proper then there is a cub C with C” n D = 0. Let E, = {(a, y) E P: a\A f 0) 
and note that (trivially) E,, is predense in P for A E L. By PFA, there is a filter G c P 
such that for AEL, GnE,#@ We let C=U{a:3A with (a,A)EG}. Now C is 
closed in wr since G is a filter. Furthermore, for each A E L, (C n A)* n D = 0 hence 
C* n D = 0. It remains to show that P is proper. Let pO = (a,,, Ao) E P and {A,: n < W} 
be the predense sets that player I will play. (It’s okay to have them in advance as 
long as we don’t look at them until we’re allowed to). Let Bzc A, be any countable 
set which contains some element compatible with pO. Let A, > A0 be chosen so that 
for each (a, A) E Bz, A < A,. To make the construction simpler we may assume that 
foreachn<wandpEA,{qEP:q<p}cA,.SupposethatO<n<wandthatwe 
have defined countable Bi for rns k< n and for each m<n, A,,,+, xA,u 
U{h:(a,h)~B) for some a and jsksm}. Now choose BzcA,,, for rnsn so 
that for each (a,A)E{po}uUk<,, Bk_,, there is a condition (a’, A’) E B”, with 
(a’, A’) < (a, A,,) (i.e., a’n A,, = a). Since each A, m s n is predense and closed 
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downwards this construction can be carried out. It remains to define q = (a, A) <p. 
so that each B, =lJka,, Bi is predense below q. We shall in fact find a decreasing 
sequence qnfl = (a,+, , h+J E B, with U,yn=U,,h,=h and let q=(U,a,,~). 
The only problem will be to guarantee that (lJ, a,)” n D\U, A: = 0 since uf n D = 
0 and m<n implies u,ny,,=a,. 
For each Z = [w]~, let a, = U {[A,, An+,): n E I}. Now if Z n .Z is finite then UT n 
u~~~,A~.ItfollowsthatwemaychoosesomeZ~[w]”,a~nD\~~A~=0since 
PFA implies 2“’ > IDI. I,et Z = {k,: m E w} be listed in increasing order. Choose 
(a,, 7,) E B,ko so that (a,, 7,) < (a,, A,J hence a, n A,\A,, = 0 and a, = y1 < Ab+, . 
Inductively choose (a,,, , T,,+~) E Bin so that (a,,, , yntl) <(a,, Ak,,) which guaran- 
tees that a,,, n Ak,,\Ak,,_,+ 1 = 0 and a,,+, = y,,+, < Ak,+, . Therefore U, a, = a, and 
so q=(U,a,,U,,A,)EP 0 
It is easily shown that MA(w,) does not imply the first sentence of Theorem 3.9 
since “4 for cubs” holds in many models of MA(w,) and so one proceeds as in 
Section 2. 
We now show that many DE [SU(w,)] we are C*-embedded in wr. It is not true 
that all such sets are C*-embedded since there is a discrete set D E [w*]“‘l such that 
uncountable subsets of D do not have disjoint closures [2, 131. Therefore some 
restriction on D is necessary. In Theorem 3.10 we have a result following from 
MA(o,) and in Corollay 3.14 we see what follows from PFA. 
3.10. Theorem (MA(w,)). If&,, Di~[SU(wl)lwl then &nD, is empty providing 
o,nD,nSU(w,)=O and (D,uD,)nbd(A)=IdforAEL. 
Proof. Let E = Do u D, and for each A E L, let E^ = n,,, A *\ y* n E. Since E,, n 
bd(A ) = 0, for each d E Ehr there is an ad E d such that ad n y is finite for y < A. 
Now A is a countable set and each member of the set {y: y < A} is almost disjoint 
from each member of {ad: d E Eh}. Therefore by a standard MA(o,) argument there 
is a set uh c A such that a,+ n y is finite for all y < A and &\a,, is finite for all d E Eh. 
(Indeed,theposetis{(u,F): u~[h]<~, F E [E,]‘“} where (a, F) < (a’, F’) providing 
a = ad nmax a’ for d E F’. We must meet enough dense sets to ensure that a is 
cofinal in A and each d E Eh is in some F). Now then, D,, n Eh n D, n Eh = 0 hence 
we can partition ah so that D,,n E,, = u”,* and D, n E,, = ui*. All we have now is a 
‘ladder system’ {a,: A E L} which is 2-coloured (via a,, = at u a’,) and so can be 
‘uniformized’ by some A E [wI]“l such that Iut\Aj < w and ]ul, n Al <w for each 
A E L [7]. More specifically, the poset P={(J; F): FE [L]‘“, f: lJhtF ah +2 and 
a:\f’(O) u u:\f’(l) is finite for each A E F} is ccc where (f; F) < (h, H) providing 
fx h, F 1 H. Indeed if {(fa, F,): (Y < wI}c P then we may assume that for some F, 
F,nFp=F for o<p<wi and that fa and fp agree on UhtFuh. Now find an 
infinite set { LY, : n < w } satisfying that if p = sup IJ {F,,,\ F: n < w} and h is any finite 
function into 2 with domain contained in p then if for some (Y < w,, fa = h there 
is an n < w with fan 1 h. Now choose (Y < wi so that p < min( F,\F) and observe 
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that lJ {a,: A E F,\F} intersects p in a finite set. Hence for some n < w, f& u fa is 
a function. Therefore (fu, F,) and (fu,,, Fu,,) are compatible. 0 
An unpublished circulation of 1980 Shelah preprints contains a proof of the 
following result. 
3.11. Theorem [13]. It is consistent with MA(o,) (and follows from PFA) that any 
D, E E [w*]“I which can be separated by disjoint open sets are in fact separated by 
clopen sets. 
Only a very minor modification of Shelah’s proof is needed to prove the same 
result for subsets of SU(w,). However, a complete proof is included because the 
author had to work out many details for himself. Shelah, in fact, shows that if CH 
is assumed then there is a ccc forcing notion which does the trick and so the MA 
iteration is done in a particular order to ensure all subsets are considered. However 
when one is willing to assume PFA, the cardinal collapsing trick can be used. That 
is, a countably closed poset gives an extension in which CH holds. In the extension 
there is a ccc poset as above and so the iteration is proper. 
3.12. Lemma. Assume CH. If D, E E [SU(w,)]” 1 are separated by disjoint open sets 
then there is a ccc poset Q and a Q-term A satisfying 1 Ii-, “A E d and w,\A E e for 
eachdEDandeEE”. 
Proof. Let D = {x”,: (Y <w,} and E = {XL: CY < w,} and choose AZ E xz for (Y <w, 
and e = 0, 1 so that Ai n A; is finite for all (Y, p E w, . For simplicity let us assume 
that AZ c w + (Y for (Y < o, and e = 0,l. We will choose by induction on w,, Bz c AZ 
with Bz E xz so that the poset Q = {(L g): A g are finite functions from w, into [w,]<” 
such that f(a)= a, g(P)=P and UaEdo,,,~,~ Bi\f(a) nUatdom~g~ BL\da) =0> is 
ccc where (i g) d (f ‘, g’) iff f 1 f ‘, g 1 g’. It will be convenient to adopt the following 
convention. For each (Y < w,, fix an indexing of (Y in order type w and agree that 
Bz\n is really Bz minus the n members of (Y with respect to this order. 
For each u < w,, let ((f”, gy): i < 6,) and integers m,, ky, 1: for s < rnrr and, for 
i < S,, v” E “‘CT&, be such that for i < j < 6, < w,: v:(O) <. . . < vT(m, - 1) < v,“(O); fy 
and g” are functions having domain {V:(S): s < m,} with f”(vP(s)) = k: and 
g:(y:(s)) = 1: for s < m,. Suppose that {{((f:‘, gy): i < &), ~7, {(ky, IF): s < 
m,}}: u < w,} lists all such sequences, by CH. This should be thought of as a list 
of initial segments of antichains of Q. We inductively define the Bz, BL so as to 
make such antichains maximal (in a sense) whenever possible. 
We first establish some (hopefully) simplifying notation, Suppose that LY < w, and 
for /I < (Y we have defined Bi, Bb satisfying B;3 E x; n P(A;) and that (*) for p 
holds as defined below. For each a< LY with S,, < (Y, let Z(V, i, 0) = UT,,_ Btc;,,,\k: 
(and similarly define Z(o; i, 1)) for i < 6,. Observe that if (A g) E Q with dam(f) n 
{v:(s): s < m,} = dam(g) n { Y:(S): s < m,} = 0, then (A g) is compatible with 
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UT, G> iff Z(u, i, 1) n Uytdom~f~ B~\f(y) = 0 and Z(u, i, 0) n UyEdomcgj B:\ (y) = 
0. For u<ff and VEUs<m SlY let W(o, ~9 0) = U,,, @!,,,\k: and 
W(fl, v, I) = u,,, Bt,,,\ZT. Finally, For u, 6,~ (Y and E E [S,]‘” and e =O, 1, let 
J( a, E, e) = {i < 8,: Z( a, i, e) n E # 0). Now we can define (*); (*) for each a, 6, < cy, 
Eo, E, E [&I’“, s < m, and v E ‘a both of the following hold: 
(i) (for e = 0) either there is a finite E c Bz\kg such that {i < 8,: Z(u, i, 1) n 
W(u,~,O)=0andZ(u,i,O)n W(~,V,~)=O}=J(~,E~,O)~J(~,E,,~)~J(~,E,~) 
or {i<&,:Z(u,i,l)n[W(u,v,O)uB~\k~]=$Ll and Z(u, i, 0) n W(u, v, 1) = 
0}\J(u, E,, 0) u J(u, E, , 1) is infinite; 
(ii) (for e = 1) analogous to (i) except that W(u, v, 0) is replaced by W(u, v, 0) u 
BO,\k:. 
Let us show that if (*) holds for all (Y then Q is ccc. If ((f;, g,): i< w,) is an 
antichain of Q we may assume that dom(J;) = dom(gi) = {z+(s): s < m < w} with 
q(0) < * ..<vi(m-1)<vj(0)fori<j<o,andfors<mandi<w,f;(s)=k,,g,(s)= 
1,. Now, of course, for each 6 < q, ((A, g,): i < 6) appears as some ((f:, g:): i < 6,). 
We may choose u < w, so that ((fi, g”): i < 6,) is an elementary substructure of 
((A, gi): i < wl). More specifically we have, for each i < 6, and s < m,, vi(s) < 6, 
and A’$,, u At,,,, c 6, and for E,,, E, E [S,]‘” if J(u, E,, 0) u J(a, E, , 1) = 6, then 
J(E,,O)uJ(E,,l)=w, where J(E,O)={i<w,:U,~,,BO,,,,,\k~nE,#0} and 
similarly for J(E, 1). Choose some i. < w, with v,(O) larger than both 6, and u and 
let v = via, f=J;, and g = gi,. Let s < m and e < 2 be the first instance for which 
there are E,, E, E [S,]‘” with E,c U,,, B’,,,,\1, and E, c IJ,,, Bz,,,\k, such that 
{i < 6: (J;, gi) is compatible with (fl s + 1, g 1 s + e)} c J(u, E, 0) u J( a, E, 1). This 
means, by (*), that when Bz (with cx = v(s)) was chosen there was a finite set E = Bz 
such that {i < 6,: (J;, gi) is compatible with (fl s + e, g 1 s)} c J(u, Eo, 0) u 
J(u, E, , 1) u J(u, E, e). However, since J(u, E,, e) u J(u, E, e) = J(u, E, u E, e) and 
(s, e) was minimal, it must be the case that s = e = 0. Therefore, there supposedly 
are E,= U,,, Bt(,,\Z, and similarly E, such that 8, = J(u, E,, 0) u J(u, E,, 1). This 
implies that J( Eo, 0) u J( E,, 1) = w, which contradicts that i,& J( E,,, 0) u J( El, 1). 
Now we must see how to choose Bt to satisfy (*), Bf, is chosen analogously. 
Index in order type w (with each repeated w times) all instances of combinations 
of u < CY with 6, < (Y, s < m, and v E ‘cz and Eo, E, E [S,]‘“. For cp E l-l,,,, “2, we 
define a finite set Y, and integers {j,,: n < w} such that Y, cjlPpi, Y, n Y+ = YFn,,, 
and Bt c AZ\ Y, implies (*) holds for the ‘Iqlth-instance’. Let Ai = {a,: n < w} and 
for j < w, A(j) = {a,: n <j}. 
Let a, OSs<m,, v E “(S,), Eo, E, be the nth instance and suppose we have 
recursively defined Y, for cp E Ukrn k2. Linearly order “2 and inductively define 
Y YqU?, qno, and simultaneously an integer jz 2 jt 2 j, for +!J, cp E “2, $ immediately 
before cp. Consider the set I, = {i < 6,: Z( a, i, 1)n W(u, v,O)=@, Z(u, i,O)n 
W(u, v, 1)=0 and Z(u, i, l)nAj” + = Y,\A(K))\J(u, E,, 0) u J(u, 6, I). (1, rep- 
resents the set of i which ‘so far’ are compatible with the uth kind of condition in 
Q having domain starting out like v A a). If for some q > j:, Z(u, i, 1) n AZ - k: n 
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A(q)-A(jz)fO for all iE I,, let YqAO= Yp,,,= Y, and jz = q (in this case the first 
part of (*) will hold with E = A(q)\A( jz)). Otherwise, choose iO, i, E I, such that 
.Z(a, io, l)nZ(u, i,, l)nAz\kY n At\A( j:) = 0 which we may do since lZ( a, i, 1) n 
A:/<w for all i<S,. Let jzzjt be the minimum such that A(jE) = 
[Z(ff, 4, 1) n At\kT] for e <2 and let Y,,,, = Y, u [Z(u, i,, 1) n At\kP]. Note that 
the choice of jz guarantees that for cp A 0~ p’Y,,n YvAl = Y,. Finally let j,,, = 
sup{jz: cp E “2). 
For each f~ w2, let Yf = l-l,,,,,, Y,,, and observe that { Yf: f~ W2} is an almost 
disjoint family. Therefore, for some fe W2, Yr$ x”, hence Bi = Ai\ I”’ E x”,. Now 
the reason that (*) holds is that each instance is visited infinitely often and each 
time if the first possibility does not hold then there is another i E I, chosen to fulfill 
the second. 
3.13. Theorem [PFA]. If two elements of [SU(w,)] wl are separated by disjoint open 
subsets of w f then they are separated by disjoint clopen subsets. 
3.14. Corollary [PFA]. Any subspace of SU(w,) of cardinahty w, which is C*- 
embedded in SU(w,) is in fact C*-embedded in ,Bwt . 
Proof of 3.13. Let P be the usual countably closed poset which collapses 2” to w, . 
In the extension CH holds and w, remains a cardinal. Let 0 be the P-name of the 
poset as described in Lemma 3.12. The poset P * Q is proper. For each (Y < w1 there 
are P-names Bi and BL such that I~,,“B~ E x”, and BL E XL”; and a P * @name 
A such that IEp,o “for each (Y < wllBz\A] < w and ]BL n Al < w”. For (Y < wi, let 
J, = {(p, q) E P * Q: there are Bz, Bk E x8, xk such that (p, q) IF “Bg c A and A n 
Bf, = 0”). Each J, is predense in P * Q since the P-names Bt, BL minus some finite 
set would work as Bz, BL and P is countably closed and so adds no new countable 
subsets of w, . By PFA there is a filter G c P * Q with G n J, # 0 for (Y < w, . For 
each a<~,, fix Bt, Bf, which exhibit that GnJ, # 0 and let A=U,_, Bt. It 
remains only to check that An Bj, = 0 for each (Y < w, . Let (Y, y < w1 and choose 
(p,q)~GnJ,nJ,, hence BinBi=Osince (p,q)lF“B~nB~=0”. 0 
3.15. Update. After reading the preprint version of this article TodorEeviC has 
obtained several new recruits on this topic. First of all he observes that, using the 
principle (*) of [16], Proposition 3.3 can be improved to: 
Proposition 3.3” (PFA). Assume V E CO(SU(w,)) and V n U(w,) is nowhere dense 
in U(w,). Then there exists {A,,: n < w}c [w,]“l such that AZ n V= 0 for all n <w 
and LJ, Azn U(W,) is dense in U(wl). 
Therefore the example in Proposition 1.5 is fairly canonical (under PFA). Secondly 
he has shown that PFA implies that: 
(i) l?n U(w,)# vn U(wl) for disjoint lJ, VECO(SU(W,)); 
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(ii) there is a point p E U(w)) such that { VECO(SU(~,)): p E v} is a filter; and 
(iii) (in ZFC) there are disjoint U, VE CO(SU(w,)) such that i?n v# 0 and 
U u Vn U(w,) is nowhere dense in U(wl). Furthermore the point p E U(w,) as in 
(ii) (necessarily) has the property that p E v for all V E CO( SU( w,)) with v n U( w,) 
nowhere dense in U(wl). 
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